Robust, automated document capture
and data extraction application.
It’s all about productivity
For over 20 years, PSIGEN has been perfecting simple imaging technologies to aid companies in bettering their
processes and increasing productivity throughout their organizations. What started out as a simple application
to help reduce receivables to under 90 days for a clothing manufacturer and improve cashflow, is now an
automating powerhouse, allowing any company to enjoy measurable productivity gains.

PSIcapture has become a scalable, lightning fast, rock steady platform to meet all the
information gathering needs of an organization. PSIcapture utilizes data collection
and extraction options such as email capture, simple document scanning and
importing, forms processing, barcodes, Zone OCR, Smart Zone OCR and many more.
After automatically extracting important indexing information from documents,
PSIcapture can then simultaneously publish the images and the collected data to any
number of over 60 different business automation and storage solutions.
PSIcapture was also designed to be future-proof. Since PSIcapture can flexibly
integrate with virtually any scanning device or document management system,
a business can change their main storage or scanning systems, and still keep with
the workflows established within PSIcapture. End-users will not need to change their
daily habits to accommodate a new software solution or hardware vendor
in other words, you can work the way you want.

Epic Time Saving.
PSIcapture saves your one
non renewable asset: man-hours.

Today, all companies have ongoing internal discussions as how best to use their resources. With manpower
coming at a premium and people wanting to contribute more than just keystrokes and mouse clicks, PSIcapture
frees a company’s people to do more critical and meaningful work, as opposed to tedious data entry. For
instance, companies needing simple folder trees with basic file naming conventions can harness PSIcapture’s
built in functionality and automate the entire process, allowing for greater productivity from their employees.
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Selected Features
To companies needing more complex workflows, PSIcapture offers a number of features to enhance and
accelerate important business data processing. These powerhouse features include:

High-Performance Multi-Core OCR
Wow! That’s a mouthful. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) allows a computer to read and
recognize printed text at blinding speeds. This information is then employed to aid in converting
images into PDF’s, extracting indexing information automatically, and recognizing what type of
document it is looking at. With our High-Performance OCR, you can pump up the volume and
use up to 16 cores for OCR capability. What this means is, for high volume users under extreme
deadlines, organizations can realize text reading boosts up to 12X normal when OCR is utilized in
a workflow. Put simply, it could read and recognize the entire text of War and Peace in about 2
minutes. Shazam!

Classification
Never again separate your documents before scanning them if you want. Most of the time,
PSIcapture can be trained to automatically identify and separate documents, negating the need
for pre-scan separation—a HUGE time waster! It is interesting to note that this is the most requested
capability for Advanced Capture products, and we just give it away for free, if you pay
for everything else you need.

eMail Capture
Companies can effortlessly have emails and their attachments automatically ingested, processed,
and migrated to any number of final destinations. Super-simple to set up for administrators, and
no end-user training required.

Table Extraction
Want your software to automatically identify rows and columns in documents; you know, the “stuff”
about the “things” you ordered? We can teach PSIcapture to extract each row as an individual
record and post it to any number of places, including a database or an accounting system for easier,
faster processing. We can also push the individual index fields and images to other places, at the
same time, as well. Bankers and Accountants… you’re welcome!

PSIfusion
Our HTML5-friendly (Read: “Web-Browser-Neutral,”) team-driven Indexing and Quality Assurance
solution. For really large teams of people needing to work together, or far-flung teams with assets
on the go, this is a really great way to assure those documents get processed quickly and easily.
Remember, there is no “i” in team, but there are 2 in PSIfusion.

Work the way you want with PSIcapture
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